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This best-selling emergency department reference is now in its thoroughly updated Third Edition. The foremost authorities provide practical information on over 600 clinical problems in a fast-access two-page outlineformat that's perfect for on-the-spot consultation. Coverage of each disorder includes clinical presentation, pre-hospital, diagnosis, treatment, disposition, and ICD-10 coding. Icons enable practitioners to quickly spot the information they need. This edition provides up-to-date information on topics such as emerging infections, new protocols, and new treatments.     

       Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL. Reference text provides the latest information in emergency medicine in a rapid-access, two-page format. Offers clinical presentations, diagnoses, treatments, dispositions, and ICD-9/10 coding for more than 600 clinical problems. Previous edition: c1999. For physicians and residents. DNLM: Emergency Medicine--Handbooks. 
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Public-Key Cryptography: State of the Art and Future Directions : E.I.S.S. Workshop, Oberwolfach, GermanySpringer, 1992

	The "European Institute for System Security (E.I.S.S.)" was founded on February 29, 1988 by cabinet resolution of the state government Baden-Wurttemberg. It is headed by Professor Thomas Beth and is affiliated with the Institute for Algorithms and Cognitive Systems (IAKS) of the Faculty for Computer Science at the University of...
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Creative Lettering and Beyond: Timeless Calligraphy: A collection of traditional calligraphic hands from history and how to write them (Creative...and Beyond)Walter Foster Publishing, 2019

	
		Discover everything you need to know about historic flourished hands and how to create elegant, modern artwork inspired by traditional calligraphy techniques in this follow-up to the first and best-selling lettering book in Walter Foster’s Creative…and Beyond series.
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.NET Framework Essentials, Third editionO'Reilly, 2003
Fully updated for version 1.1 of the .NET Framework, .NET Framework Essentials, 3rd Edition is an objective, concise, no-nonsense overview of the Microsoft .NET Framework for developing web applications and services.  Written for intermediate to advanced VB, C/C++, Java, and Delphi developers, ...
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Global Business Information Technology: an integrated systems approachAddison Wesley, 2004

	Students of Business Information Technology and Business Information Systems will find this book a thorough and engaging introduction to the subject area. Rooted in the global environment in which today¿s organisations¿ operate this book offers a comprehensive treatment of one of the most dynamic, exciting and challenging areas...
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Introductory Statistics with R (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2008

	This book provides an elementary-level introduction to R, targeting both non-statistician scientists in various fields and students of statistics. The main mode of presentation is via code examples with liberal commenting of the code and the output, from the computational as well as the statistical viewpoint. Brief sections introduce the...
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DIY Instruments for Amateur Space: Inventing Utility for Your Spacecraft Once It Achieves OrbitMaker Media, Inc, 2013

	What can you measure and what are your limits when orbiting in space? Learn

	about what physical quantities you can measure and how to design and parameterize

	your sensor loadout. Learn to go beyond just flying a camera and

	optimize your mission goals. Explore what you can play with using your own

	personal satellite.
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